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Introduction:

My first love of design started in 2014 

in Barcelona. I remember looking at 

the architectural buildings of Gaudi 

and thinking, “Wow! How did someone 

even come up with such a design so 

long ago too! That is the most beautiful 

building I have ever seen!” Except, I 

said that to every building 

 by Gaudi...

During my travels in Europe, I immediately knew I wanted to pursue a career in design, 

whether it be interior design, architecture, or graphic and fashion design. So when my mom 

mentioned that Dubai, my hometown, had opened yet another museum that won the title of “An 

Architectural Miracle” on February 25th, I knew I had to search more about the building and see 

what makes it so significant! To say I was impressed is an understatement.

My first thought was, “Wow! I wanna go 

there.” My second thought was, “Hmm, 

what if I designed something for them? 

How would I create it?” And so, I began 

 my process of designing an ad campaign 

 for the museum.

The Museum of the Future at night with 
Arabic calligraphy LED light.



Research:

I started my search on google to learn about the museum, what they stand for, its mission, and more 

knowledge about the museum. I was not disappointed is an understatement. The architects created the 

museum entirely through a 3D software program; it has no structure skeleton, is 77miles in height, 

and is built on 4000 Mega Watts of solar energy! Crazy, right? Well, I was not very surprised; after all, 

Dubai does own the tallest building in the world. What impressed me the most was their website’s 

interaction design! Kudos to their UX/UI designer.

Upon seeing the website, the graphic designer in me burst into glee 

and euphoria of happiness from its beauty. The website takes you on 

a mini trip through the exhibitions in the museum. The Museum of 

The Future features exhibitions that take you on time travel journey 

to 2071. An exhibition takes you on a journey to space, where you can 

see the future of Dubai through the rocket launch. Another exhibition 

is a library of DNA where you can view all living organisms through 

mini LED light capsules; another museum features healing of body, 

mind, and soul. 

However, what makes the website cool is that while 

you are scrolling and going through each exhibition 

description, you can see all the motion graphics of each 

exhibition with a background sound that engages you 

with the display. At this point, I started ideating ideas on 

what I could do to make my designs worth the beauty of 

the museum.

Visit https://www.museumofthefuture.ae/ for 
more information and experience the magic.



Ideation:

Starting off my ideation process, I wrote down everything I could find about the museum. The 

museum’s motto is “See the future, create the future,” and started thinking of ways to make 

the campaign’s big idea relate to it. According to my search, I found the museum’s mission: 

“The future belongs to those who can imagine it, design it, and execute it...The future does not 

wait; the future can be designed and built today.” 

I created two consumer profiles for the target audience to better understand what headlines and big 

ideas could be. The target audience is designers and engineers between 25 and 35 years old. The 

museum also has an exhibition for children to explore, so the target audience can also have children, 

making the museum “kid-friendly.” 

After creating the consumer profiles, I decided on 

the campaign’s big idea: “designing the future from 

imagination.” I thought that amongst the other big 

ideas I had, this idea was the closest to the museum’s 

motto and mission. I started writing down headlines 

that related to the big picture. Since the mission and 

big vision both demand action, I chose to go with 

short headlines of action verbs, making each ad design 

a call to action.



Sketching:

I wanted to highlight the museum’s main attractions in the same oval shape as the building for the 

sketches. Which serves as a “sneak peek” of the leading exhibitions and a close-up of the architecture 

of the building.

For the first ad, I sketched the building shape and found 

that the best layout for the headline is in the space of the 

building, with the museum logo on the bottom right corner 

of the page.

I also wanted to use the same shape flow in the second 

ad to keep the design layout consistent. So, I sketched the 

same hollow shape for one of the exhibitions, DNA library. 

This way, the format is still related to the previous design 

of the building.

As I was going with a consistent layout design, I decided to 

use the OSS Hope exhibition attraction for my final ad. The 

space station made the layout easy because it has an oval, 

hollow shape.



Revision:

Starting the design process and making it into vector images, I pulled the pictures from magazines and 

websites that wrote articles about the museum. I thought I could easily vectorize the photos on Adobe 

Illustrator, but I was wrong... The images were very pixilated and distorted, but wait, Adobe Photoshop 

exists for these reasons!

I pulled the images into Photoshop and used the best object 

selection tool. Created a layer mask and placed the selection 

on top of a black background. Through my search for ideas, 

I found that museum ads often use dark backgrounds to 

highlight the attractions, and I found this method the best for 

my pieces. The exhibitions are very saturated in color or LED 

light, making the images pop a lot more on a black background. 

After fixing the placement and pictures, I pulled the Photoshop 

files to illustrator and created the rest of the layout with 

headlines and logo placement.

OSS Hope space station, OSS HopeDNA library in The Vault of Life, Heal Institute



Final:

After receiving feedback, I realized that something was missing from the ads. The layout was pleasing, 

but it did not look as complete as I had hoped. Hmm, I wonder what it was... Ah! Yes, every museum 

ad has a body text introducing what the image is and handles social media and website references.

So, I kept thinking about what to write; however, after much 

thought, I decided to use the exhibition descriptions on the 

website. As mentioned earlier, the website is very interactive, 

and they even have handles that can pop us a mini-report on the 

exhibition presented. 

So I decided to take the text 

written so that the body text 

would have the accurate 

information needed. I also fixed 

the logo, as it was pixilated and 

distorted on the first vector. 

I finally finalized my ads and was happy with the result! However, 

the picky designer in me was yet to be fully satisfied with the 

results. So...



Mock-ups & Conclusion:

Of course, I put the ads onto magazine mock-

ups! As a designer, I am a visual learner, and to 

fully understand and visualize whether or not a 

design works in real life, as opposed to what I 

see on the screen, mock-ups are very important. 

Mock-ups are especially helpful because we get 

to see how a design looks and makes it easier for 

us to adjust changes accordingly. 

In creating this mock-up, I used Photoshop 

to have all three ads presented together. I 

downloaded a mock-up that allowed only one 

design at a time. So I placed each design in three 

different files, used my favorite tool, “object 

selection,” and placed all three together onto the 

same file. I used the drop shadow tool to create 

each shadow for the magazines and used the 

gradient tool for the background color.

To conclude this project, I enjoyed learning a lot 

about the Museum of The Future, used Adobe 

Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator, had a better 

understanding of space and layout, and created 

an ad campaign that I can be proud of creating!

This project was fun because it is something I 

enjoy doing, creating, and learning more about. 

I hope one day I can visit the “Architectural 

Miracle” myself to experience the outstanding 

exhibitions. Who knows, maybe I will be able 

to work with the museum and design for future 

campaigns one day! After all, I did create this 

prototype campaign myself.


